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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
The Societ -.- was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of
The town has a long history and a unique arEast Grinstead and its environs.
chitectural heritage, entrusted for the time being to the hands of our generation.
It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits.
It produces
a bi-annual 3ul'.etin of articles of local interest and a quarterly Newsletter.
In 1969 it troduced a report on the High Street conservation area which was
well receivec as a basis for future policy.
It is very active in monitoring
all planning ap?lications and making representations to the authorities on
planning matters.
It has held six exhibitions, published a book of reminiscences, two town trails and three sets of postcards reproducing old photographs
of the town, restored the churchyard railings, planted trees, presented a seat
to Sackville College and, with the Town Council, established a Town Museum (now
independent).
The Societ7 is registered as a charity (no. 257870) and with the Civic
Trust and is a member of the Sussex Federation of Amenity Societies.
A copy
of its constitution is available on request from the Vice-Chairman.
The strength of such a society lies in the extent to which it can be seen
to represent public opinion; the larger its membership the greater its influThe subscription is f7 p.a. (persons in full-time education 25 Hew
ence.
pence) to be renewed on 1 January every year (except by those joining on or
after 1 October).
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EDITORIAL

This issue is almost entirely devoted to buildings.
We are
fortunate in having so many fine and interesting buildings in and
around our town.
We are fortunate in having so distinguished an
historian of architecture and costum as Mrs Yarwood as a regular
And we are fortunate in that
contributor and as our Chairman.
the new book Wealden Buildings (reviewed pp.11f.) gives special
attention to our town.
One of the intentions in publishing such
a work is that it will stimulate wider interest and further research.
It is to be hoped that our Society and its Bulletin
will be able to play a full part in promoting and disseminating
further study of this important heritage.
COVER PICTURE:
Judges Terrace as drawn by Frederick L. Griggs in
1903 for Highways and Byways in Sussex by E.V.Lucas (1904).
THE BULLETIN:
Having made new arrangements for printing the Bulletin more cheaply the Committee has decided it can revert to two
issues a year of the usual size.
ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA

References to earlier Bulletins are given in the form adopted for
the index in Bulletin 40: the first two figures for the Bulletin
number, the second two for the page number.
Bulletin 47

Doreen Yarwood

page 5, penultimate line: Owing to my carelessness the date
should be c.1600 (not 1630).
page 9, paragraph 2, line 8: A picadil (also spelt piccadill,
pickadill) is not a ruff.
It is the name for the scallocped or
tabbed edge at the neck (including back support for ruff) or,
more commonly, armhole or waist of body garments in the later
16th and early 17th century.
The name is believed to derive from Pickadilly Hall, in 1622
a house in the parish of St Martin in the Fields built by a Mr
Higgins, a tailor who specialised in making garments decorated by
'pickadilles'.
Later the name was perpetuated in the thoroughfare now known as Picadilly.
Alternatively it is suggested that
the name might derive from the fact that Pickadilly Hall was situated at the boundary or 'skirt' of the parish.
I think the
former explanation is more likely but a picadil-maker was a tailor not a ruff-maker.
DORSET HOUSE (4505-9,4603,4717): An advertisement in East Grinstead and its Environs (1885) reads 'DORSET HOUSE ... first class
Mrs
apartments'.
Unfortunately no proprietor's name is given.
A.M.Leppard recollects that when Dr Marshall had it the waiting
room was on the left and the surgery on the right.
LISTED
learnt
firmed
graded

BUILDINGS (0203-6,0209,1109,1404,2203,2510,2613,4707): We
with surprise from a newspaper report (subsequently conby the District Council) that the Old Convent has been upfrom II to

QUARTER SESSIONS AND ASSIZES IN EAST GRINSTEAD

M.J.Leppard

Under this heading in Bulletin 31 (Autumn 1981) I summarised
a note I had contributed to Sussex Archaeological Collections,
vol.118 (1981) on the arrangements for Quarter Sessions and Assizes in Elizabethan and Jacobean Sussex and listed all the known
East Grinstead sittings.
In a similar note in vol.125 of the
Collections (1987) I showed that similar arrangements for Quarter
Sessions obtained in early Tudor Sussex, viz joint Midsummer Sessions for the whole county (presumably in the Assize town) but
separate ones for East and West Sussex at the other three times.
I also showed that the few published references to Assizes from
1485 to 1558 indicated summer sittings at East Grinstead or Horsham but the Lent Assizes at Southwark and suggested that the
difficulties of road travel accounted for the choice of locations
nearest to London.
No references to Quarter Sessions at East Grinstead within
this period have been traced (except the joint Midsummer one in
1557 already noted in my 1981 articles) but Assizes are known to
have been held here at the following dates within the period:
30 July

1515 17 July

1518

1536 19 July

1537 16 July

1538

1543 Summer

1544 Summer

1542

Summer

1531 22 July

1535

17 July

(time of year unspecified)

Since these (and other) courts were an important aspect of
our history and economy it is to be hoped that further details
will be brought to light.
Evidence for 1515-1537 in R.F.Hunnisett (ed.), Sussex Coroners' Inquests,
1485-1558 (Sussex Record Society, vol.74), for 1538-1544 in Letters & Papers,
Foreign & Domestic for 1538, 1542 and 1544
QUERY:
The Daily Telegraph's obituary (13 Sept.1990) of Athene
Sevier the actress, born 31 May 188, mentioned her education at
Corobe Hill School, Westerham, and 'an early co-educational establishment at East Grinstead' where she appeared in As You Like It.
Can anyone identify this school?

LOCAL REFERENCES IN SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS (continued)
vol.83 (1946) p.144 meetings at E.G., 1861, 1885, 1909
vol.86 (1947) p.xxxvii E.G. documents added to muniments
p.xlvii E.G. parish register and bishop's transcripts notes ditto
p.184 Jas Inians instituted Vicar of E.G., 1637
BIBLIOGRAPHY for article on Latrobe, pp.5-10

Alison Kelly, Mrs Coade's Stone (Self-Publishing Association Ltd)
Marcus Wriiffen & Frederick Koeper, American Architecture 16071976 (Routledge & Kegan Paul)
Howard Calvin, Biographical Dictionary of British Architects
John Murray)
Doreen Yarwood, Encyclopaedia of Architecture (Batsford)
Doreen Yarwood, A Chronology of Western Architecture (Batsford)
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LATROBE'S TWO HOUSES IN THE EAST GRINSTEAD AREA
HAMMERWOOD PARK AND ASHDOWN HOUSE

Doreen Yarwood

In 1792 when Latrobe* was only 28 he was asked by John Sperling to design for him a home on the edge of Ashdown Forest.
Latrobe had gained some architectural experience working in Samuel Pepys Cockerell's office and engineering knowledge from John
At Hammerwood (originally
Smeaton of Eddystone lighthouse fame.
Hammerwood Lodge, now Hammerwood Park) he produced a classical
design on Greek Revival pattern which was ahead of its time.
Since the revival of the classicism of antiquity in 15th
century Italy the form of such classicism, though varied over the
centuries from Renaissance to Mannerism to Baroque, had all been
based solely on that of ancient Rome; here was believed to be
During the
the fount of all classical art and architecture.
18th century travel became easier, Western European countries
wealthier and the Grand Tour - lasting months or, often, years was obligatory for the enlightened aristocracy and aradually beTravel was extendcame more common for artists and architects.
ed beyond France and Italy to Dalmatia, Greece and the Near East.
Despite the protestations of Piranesi and other Italians, it became accepted that it was Greece which was the originator of the
Illustrated books by such travellers were pubclassical style.
lished in several countries and had a profound effect on architects at home; books such as Robert Wood's Ruins of Palmv:a
(1753) and Ruins of Baalbec (1757), Stuart and Revett's The Antiquities of Athens (1762), Le Roy's Ruines des plus beaux Monuments de la Grace (1758) and Dumont's Temples of Paestum (:764).
In England, as in France, Palladianism based upon Roman origins gave way by 1760 to neo-classicism, a simpler, more eegant
In England Robstyle which owed much to both Greece and Rome.
ert Adam dominated this scene for 30 years, taking as his :nspiration material from all available sources - ImDerial Rome, PomThe discovery of the earlier temcles at
peii, Athenian Greece.
Paestum in southern Italy and Segesta and Agrigento in Sicily had
This more
horrified architects who preferred Roman classicism.
primitive style, which antedated the great 5th century S.C. dominant period of the Parthenon, was regarded as crude and uolv and
most Greek revivalist architects, such as Inwocd at St Pancras
church in London (1822), used the purer style of theare-at 5th
It is interesting that Latrobe, as a yc=a an incentury age.
experienced architect, should have dared to employ the 5th century Paestum form at Hammerwood.
The entrance front at Hammerwood is more traditionally on
It comprises a central block with side
the 5th century pattern.
wings, the entrance portico in the Doric Order with fluted column
shafts under a plain architrave.
The house is built in large
ashlar blocks of the local sandstone finely fitted in with thin
It is on the south (garden) front that the inmortar joints.
The main central
fluence of the 6th century becomes apparent.
It is severe and plain with four giant
block is three-storeyed.
order** pilasters in the centre; these have no bases, the capi* A mannerist type of design, spanning two
See biographical note p.9.
floors, introduced in 16th century Italy by Michelangelo.

tals are restrained with thin
abaci and subtle forms of echinus above fluted necking more 5th century than 6th in
pattern.
Above, both architrave and frieze are undecorated.
It is in the flanking
side pavilions that the Paestum Order is incorporated.
Each pavilion takes the form
of a tetrastyle portico making
it look like a small temple
(fig.l).
The pediment tympanum is undecorated as are also
architrave and frieze.
The
capitals, which are of Coade
stone provided by Eleanor
Coade's factory in 1792*, are
on Paestum pattern.
Each capital is surmounted by a very
heavy abacus below which is a
wide echinus, both projecting
markedly over the column shaft
which is fluted only at the
top, that is, the Coade stone
part only.
Most strangely
there has been no attempt to
,=. flute the column shaft as
there is at Paestum.
(The
Fig-1 Hauerwood: One of garden front
Greek Doric Order always had
porticoes based on the Paestum temples
fluted columns, only certain
[drawn for this article by the author]
Roman designs did not.)
In ancient Greek architecture the structures were modular,
the module which related to and controlled all other parts of the
order being half the diameter of the column shaft at base.
The
proportions of the Hammerwood pavilions' order differ somewhat
from those at Paestum.
In Latrobe's order the columns are less
wide at base in relation to the top, the shafts are taller and
the entablature less deep than the proportions evident in the
prototype (see the antique temples illustrated in figs 2 and 3).
Hammerwood is finely sited and the southern vista is still
remarkably unspoilt.
Inside, the house is spacious, the principal rooms of classical proportions.
In the central part the
lofty arched corridors with restrained decorative features are
characteristic of Latrobe's later work in the U.S.A. as, indeed,
they also display the feeling of Soane's contribution in England
and Schinkel's in Germany.
Elsewhere, although the rooms are of
classical shape and pleasing form, lit by tall windows, the decoration shows the hand of later 19th century eclecticism as in,
for instance, the Elizabethan-type all-over decorated ceilings of
the drawing room and fleur-de-lys room, the 17th century style of
bolection-moulded panelling and, most of all, the main staircase.
Set in a fine hail, this is an impressive all-wood structure on
See account of Coade stone p.10.
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17th century pattern, typical in its closed string design, vaseturned balustrade and solid carved newels.
The extent of the restoration work carried out by the owner
He
David Pinnegar is remarkable in both quantity and quality.
is to be warmly congratulated on this immense achievement against
difficult odds which he has done in the comparatively short time
The work is by no means
since he purchased the house in 1982.
completed; the great dining room, for example, is yet to be
tackled but the library and other recetion rooms are attractively restored.

Temples at Paestum: Fig-2 (above) Temple of Hera, Fig.3 (below) Temple of

Athena, c.510 B.C. [both from Doreen Yarwood, Architecture of Italy (Chatto &
Windus)]

Acknowledgements

I would like to express my gratitude to David Pinnegar for being able to
view at leisure Hammerwood, to the Headmaster of Ashdown House for permitting
me to visit the house and to the Deputy Headmaster for showing me round and
answering my many questions.

Fig.4 Ashdown House:
author]

Latrobe's central block [drawn fcr this article by the

Though designed only a couple of years later Ashdown House,
near Forest Row (fig.4), is a more sophisticated building whose
inspiration is the classical 5th century B.C.
The house is
built on the crown of a hill looking out on to magnificent rolling countryside as rural and unspoilt as it had been in the 18th
century.
It was constructed in front of an existing farmhouse
which had been built in 1692.
It now provides accommodation for
a preparatory school founded in 1386.
Dormitories, classrooms
and a hall have been constructed at different periods, behind and
to the side of Latrobe's house, to cater for 120 boys and 40
girls.
Latrobe designed Ashdown House for Trayton Fuller in 1794.
The stone house is of moderate size and comprises a three-storey
almost square block.
The symmetrical entrance front has a centrally-placed curved porch of four columns and two pilasters in
the Ionic Order.
The Coade stone capitals (provided by the
Coade factory in 1795) are exact copies of those on the north
portico of the Erechtheiori sited on the Acropolis hill in Athens
(see fig.5) - arguably the finest example of the Ionic Order anywhere in the world.
Accurate illustrations of these appeared in
the second volume of Stuart and Revett's Antiquities of Athens in
As at Hammerwood, the
1789, just in time for Latrobe's needs.
architect did not follow the Greek custom of fluting the column
shafts.
Fig.5 Ionic capital, the Erechtheion, Athens, 421-405
B.C. [from Doreen Yarwood, Architecture of Italy
(Chatto & Windus)]

we
The
The portico leads into a rectangular entrance hall.
staircase here was intended to be set centrally but, owing to the
limitations of space as the hail was finally built, it had to be
For the same reason,
set to ascend round the walls of the well.
this restricted the relationship of treads to risers, making the
staircase steeper than was desirable and rendering it only possible to set two balusters per step instead of the normal three.
This staircase, unlike Hammerwood, is characteristic of the
1790s.
It has a continuous wooden handrail supported on a simThe stairs are cantilevered out from the
ple iron balustrade.
wall.
The excellent lighting is provided by a lunette window.
Particularly unusual and attractive is
the first floor landing which is the chief
The curved bafeature of this staircase.
lustrade creates an oval form at this levThe landing opens in the centre into
el.
the principal room of the floor and at each
Each
side into exedrae formed entrances.
of these is flanked by columns with Coade
stone capitals, this time copies of the unusual design to be found in the porch of
the Tower of the Winds in Athens; these
have only one row of acanthus leaves with
lily leaves above (see fig-6).
In the principal rooms of Ashdown
House a considerable quantity survives of
Latrobe's work (though much has been altered) but a great deal of restotation has
been necessary in recent years.
This work
has been carried out with great respect for
the original building.
Fig.6 Order and capital, Tower of the Winds, Athens, c.0 B.C. [from Doreen
Yarwood, The Architecture of Europe (Batsford)

Benjamin Henry Latrobe (1764-1820)

Born at Filneck, near Leeds, second son of the Rev. Benjamin
Latrobe, head of the Moravian congregation in England, the boy
was sent in 1777 to the Moravian College in Saxony where he completed his education.
On his return to England in 1783 his
father arranged for him to be placed in the Stamp Office but, on
his father's death three years later, the young Benjamin decided
to take up architecture and entered the office of Samual Pepys
Cockerell as a pupil.
He then entered private practice where he
had been only a short time when Mr Sperling asked him to design
Hammerwood Lodge.
The sad loss of his wife as a result of her
third confinement led to Latrobe's decision to emigrate to America in 1796.
It was about this time that a number of emigrs from Europe
introduced a more professional approach to architecture in America. Latrobe was chief of these architects and he quickly established himself with important commissions.
The first of these
was the Bank of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, acknowledged as the
first Greek Revival structure in the country.
Fronted by an elegant Ionic portico, the main building is covered by a large saucer dome.
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In his masterpiece, Baltimore Cathedral, Latrobe displayed
his affinity with the great European architects of the day, Sir
John Soane and Hands Friedrich von Schinkel.
This was evidenced
(especially in the interior) in the extreme simplicity, fine proportions and restrained detail (see fig.7).
Work in the U.S.A. by
Benjamin Latrobe
A'

Fig.7 (left) Roman Catholic Cathedral, Baltimore, 1805-1818
Fig.8 (below) United
States Capitol, Washington D.C., as in
1830; Benjamin Latrobe
and Charles Buif inch,
1793-1830
[both from Doreen Yarwood, The Chronology of
Western Architecture
(Batsford)]

In 103 Latrobe became surveyor of public buildings to the
Federal Government and erected the south wing of the Capitol in
Washington which contained the Hall of Representatives. After
destruction of the centre of the building by the British in 1814
Latrobe remodelled the interior but he resigned in 1817 and Bulfinch completed the centre and the dome (see fig.8). The present dome, a famous Washington landmark, was built in 1855.
Latrobe died of
yellow fever on 3 September 1820.

Coade Stone
An artificial stone, a stoneware ceramic material fired in a
The Coade formula, now established by modern methods of
kiln.
analysis, was based upon the combination of china clay, sand and
various fluxes together with considerable quantities of grog,
Coade
i.e. crushed and finely ground already fired stoneware.
stone was widely used by many of the leading architects of the
later 18th and early 19th centuries, notably Adam, Chambers,
The material so resembled stone that it
Nash, Soane and Wyatt.
is often taken for it but it is so hard and resistant to weather
that it retains sharpness of detail much better than the natural
[Extracts from the relevant entry in Doreen Yarwood, Enclyclosubstance.
paedia of Architecture (Batsford)]
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John Warren (ed.), WEMDEN BUILDINGS: Studies in the timberframed tradition of building in Kent, Sussex and Surrey (Coach
Publishing, Horsham, 1990, LIS [Town useum and bookshops])
A REVIEW

Doreen Yarwood

Published as a tribute to Reginald T. Mason by the Wealden
Buildings Study Group founded by his students and friends, this
book continues in the tradition established by Mr Mason in his
The subpioneering work Framed Buildings of the Weald (1964).
ject is the vernacular architecture of the three counties of this
area.
rom an interesting chapter
The book covers a wide field.
upon the geographical and historical background of the region it
moves on to study the materials used in building and the terms
common to this, how to date such strucnures, the types of timberframing used and examples of them in agricultural buildings.
There are further chapters upon open timber roofs, upon the introduction of brick and other ceramic materials into the framing
systems and more specific studies of certain areas and towns.
There are 16 chapters in the book, contributed by a number
of authors under the editorship of John Warren.
Such a method
In
of handling the material has advantages and disadvantages.
favour is the variety of style presented by different authors and
the asset of specialised knowledge.
On the debit side is the
problem of developing the book as a complete whole and standardisation of the terms and handling.
By and large this is an excellent book, clearly and authoritatively written and, on the
Inevitably, with so many authors,
whole, suitably illustrated.
Most notably
some chapters are more successful than others.
praiseworthy is chapter 3 (Materials, Terms and Terminology),
which presents a complex mass of material vividly and with aminimum of verbiage.
Especially useful is the excellent glossa:
of terms and the professional standard of both photographs and
drawings.
Excellent also is chapter 7 (Brick and Tile in the
In contrast chapter 8, which hanWeald) for similar reasons.
dles roof structures, is illustrated by indifferent photographs
and will leave the 'interested reader', referred to in the jacket
blurb, mystified.
Indeed, one specific criticism that I would make of this
useful book is that nowhere, other than in chapter 3, are there
clear drawings of either open roof trusses or timber framing uon
which the timbers are labelled with the specific terms so often
There are captions stating the type of
referred to in the book.
It would be helpful if the
building and its source but no more.
example of the method adopted by James Stevens Curl in his IlLustrated Glossary of English Architecture (see Roof, for example)
were to be followed.
In the preface and elsewhere there is reference to the need
constantly to update descriptions of buildings and structural methods to include the extending knowledge which derives from the
study of a wider range of buildings, especially taking advantage
of the opportunity given when some structure is taken down and
re-erected as for the Weald and Downland Museum at Singleton.
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Such an opportunity occurred in East Grinstead in 1988 when
bract House in the High Street (see p.185) was taken over for
restoration and enlargement as prestige offices.
The brick exterior of the rear and sides of the building was removed to reveal a timber-framed structure, or, rather, two such structures.
One was a smaller 15th century timber-framed house, characteristically panelled on the interior in 1480s linenfold style and,
surrounding this, was a larger 17th century framed house typified
inside by large bolection-moulded panels.
In 1705 a brick skin
enclosed the whole to bring the house up to date in Queen Anne
style.
I was fortunate to have the opportunity to be shown
round the house by the architect in charge, when it was stripped
to the basic framed structure and again when the work was completed.
This was done with extreme care and great professionalism. *
See full account in Bulletin 45 (Spring 1989) - ED.
OTHER RECENT

PUBLICATIONS

LIBRARY POSTCARDS:
In 1989 West sussex county library service
brought out two new sets in its series of postcards reproducing
old photographs.
Set 8 Victorian East Grinstead contains London
Road c.1900, the tollgate c.1864, old black mill (Windmill Lane)
c.1880, High Street c.1883 (houses replaced by Portland Road),
fair April 1896 (same occasion as in our second series but not
.are view) and cricket match 1900.
Set 9 East Grinstead in the
1920s contains two High Street views 1923 and four London Road
(Whitehall 1921, Railway Hotel 1923, Swan c.1926 and R.C. Church
1925There are admirably accurate and detailed notes on the
back of each.

:n Danehill Parish Historical Society Magazine, vol.3, no 11
Nov. 1982) and no.12 (Feb. 1990) two articles on the North Pevansev Legion by L.Davenport contain much unpublished material relevant to our history at the time of the Napoleonic wars, includ.ng several explicit East Grinstead references.
(p.16 of the
latter: Mr 'Almer' is an error for Mr Palmer.)
Forest Row, vol.4, part 4 (Nov. 1990) contains the remainder of
:he history of Brambletye and reminiscences of Bob and Minnie
Miles, both illustrated (Town Museum and bookshops, £1).
The Daily Telegraph Magazine, 29 Dec. 1990, included an important
.11ustrated article by Nesta Pain recollecting her visits to make
a B.B.C. feature on the work of (Sir) Archibald Mclndoe and his
Guinea Pigs' in c.1942.
The first ever A-Z Street Atlas of Crawley, East Grinstead, Gatwick, Honey and Horsham has come out this year, in colour, 4" to
a mile, indexed and full of detail (1.85, bookshops).
fifth edition of the Official Town Guide appeared in 1990 with
material on London Road, local walks and a bibliography restored
(all dropped after the first edition) and a note of local events
as a new feature. (Town Museum, library and bookshops, 75 n.p.)
The Lady, 11-17 Dec. 1990, included an illustrated article from
ublshed sources on J.M.Neale by Mary James.

